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About This Content

Night Environment completely revolutionizes night flying in the FSX: Steam Edition world. Using a series of databases, Night
Environment adds brilliant, realistic lighting to your simulator. Thousands of lights clearly show how highways connect to cities

and how smaller roads meander through neighborhoods. Visual navigation at night becomes a real treat – it’s even easier than
flying VFR during daytime, as it often is in the real world.

The Night Environment database contains many more roads than default FSX: Steam Edition, illuminating roads which are not
visible during the daytime. All lights are visible for up to 60 miles, creating an authentic and dazzling flying experience

complete with 3D effects.

Night Environment: Dubai for FSX: Steam Edition includes full coverage of the United Arab Emirates (Abu Dhabi, Ajman,
Dubai, Fujairah, Ras al-Khaimah, Sharjah and Umm al-Quwain), and the Night Environment Manager v1.8, which is a separate

configurator tool accessed via the Steam tools menu allowing you to adjust night lighting brightness, glow and colour hues.

Features:

Full coverage of United Arab Emirates (Abu Dhabi, Ajman, Dubai, Fujairah, Ras al-Khaimah, Sharjah and Umm al-
Quwain).

All major roads and most smaller roads are illuminated

Compatible with other scenery add-ons (including Orbx FTX and most photo scenery)
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Configurable for hardware performance

Management tool, accessible via the Steam Tools menu, which allows you to toggle and adjust the output of all types of
lights
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I love this game to death, I do. Music's fantastic, characters are interesting, the art is good, and the gameplay is straightforward
and simple yet still fun. But something is seriously screwy with it lately. All of a sudden one day I loaded it up to find two
completely alien saves where mine should have been. Characters I hadn't unlocked, relationships and levels swapped around.
Honestly, it sorta pisses me off.

Again, I love this game to death, but I can only hope they get their stuff together. I don't think I'll be willing to play again until
my saves and progress are safe. Regardless, I can confidentially say people should be interested in the game. With the amount of
updates it gets, you'd figure it's only a matter of time until the fix whatever's wrong. Buy it now, or hold off until the air clears..
Only lasts 4 hours max, but it was an enjoyable enough 4 hours. I like the concept and execution is decent all round.. i like the
game well the start i havant really played it yep but please step up the main charaters voice acting anyway its a good scary
game!!!. This is relaxing, as well as very good, keep your mind active and do not let your guard down.. When I bought this I
thought there would be a bonus mission or something. I recieved a paint job and a set of clothing. the paint job is available
through the car on demand app, but $3 for skins is a bit much. buy this during the summer sale or the winter sale like I did.
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It makes me feel like a real woman. As someone who enjoys logical puzzles but often finds them frustrating and\/or unfair,
Tetrobot was a joy to play. The puzzles were diverse and challenging, but always fair. Even when wrestling with a puzzle for a
couple of days - the second bonus block in Hot N' Cold is fiendish! - it never feels insoluble. In every way, the game was
beautifully designed and completing it felt tremendously satisfying. The game is a delight, probably my favourite that I've
played this year, and I would recommend it to anyone who enjoys puzzle games.. Really awesome game and really great story
line 10 / 10. It's pretty good.. Played through this game once last year, and I found myself coming back to play with Corvo.
After that I decide to do a Ghost run with Emily. There's lots of replaybility. I love collecting money and high valued items. I
love exploring and listening to peoples conversations before I Domino enemies with sleep darts.

This game is a lot better than Dishonored 1, imo. I liked Dishonored but literally everything in Dishonored 2 is totally amped up.

I highly recommend this game. An all around unremarkable game. Story doesn't really go anywhere. The few characters you
interact with feel extremely generic. The hidden object scenes and the puzzles are ok, albeit a good amount of them is recycled
from other games. From a game called Demon Hunter I would expect some demon hunting or something, but you are really just
running around combining objects to get to the next location with very little story to motivate it or provide context.

Not a horrible game, just rather lackluster overall.. While not the most amazing or well made game out there, I would say this
game is actually fairly well done, all things considered.

Sound wise, there is nothing whatsoever; no sounds, no music. Interface is minimal, and there is no options menu. You get to
pick from playing fields of varying complexity, and have to match spheres in 3D space, which is harder than it sounds. One
thing this does differently is that a sphere can only move to make a match if there is an ajacent sphere to switch with, leading to
cases where in most games you could make a match, but in this game you can't because the ball doesn't have another one to
switch with.

There is a hint system, which shrinks all balls down to show a possible match; however it does this regardless of if you can
actually MAKE said match, for example often showing a match that cannot be made because if being buried in the playing field,
thus requiring other matches to be made first to get to it. When this happens it renders the hint system useless, as it will continue
to show that same match until it is made. It also fines you 100 pts per hint, yet on the larger maps the hints are pretty much
required. There is a planet in perpetual orbit, which appears to be the earth, and when a match is made the balls shrink and fly to
orbit the planet, which I thought was a nice touch.

Another flaw which is not major, but rather off putting, is that the pink ball is semi-transparent, wheras all the other balls are
solid. The game goes on until no more matches an be made, in which case a big bang icon on the bottom of the screen will start
to flash; this icon can be clicked on at anytime to end the game if you get bored, or when the game is over, causing all remaining
balls to fly towards the planet. There seems to be a bug at the end where the earth started shrinking in increments, only to go
back to full size moments later. after doing this a few times the resulting resizing caused all of the orbiting balls to be violently
flung off into space, after which it didn't change sizes anymore. it only seems to happen on the largest map setting, and it's
actually an enjoyable thing to see, so I classify it more as a feature than a bug

All in all a rather simplistic, but enjoyable take on the genre, and definitely worth the price!. 
http://forum.nordicgames.at/showthread.php?180811-Frontlines-Fuel-of-War-servers-online some 1 make onlin work :). After
trying 3 times launching this games, It crashed everytime. Make my computer laggy now.
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